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Abstract
Objective: To develop and integrate a database system into the heterogeneous network environment of a dedicated radiosurgery treatment center with the goal to facilitate documentation, quality assurance, patient care, and scientific research.

Methods: We customized a database on the basis of the commercial software FileMaker Pro® (FileMaker Inc., Santa Clara, CA). The multi-dimensional database system was fully integrated into the network infrastructure of the center. Automated data import and export was established utilizing programmed scripts. Specially trained medical assistants are in charge of the data management.

Results: The database stores medical information prospectively and integrates all data of the radiosurgical process, from basic patient data to treatment parameters and follow-up information. All information is quickly available at any workplace in the center. Continuous adaptation of the data management to daily workflows ensures the accuracy and validity of the stored information. Automated scripts generate up-to-date reports and statistical analyses.

Conclusions: The database enhances the quality of documentation, treatment, and patient care as well as comfort and efficiency in daily information workflows. To achieve this, the allocation of personnel with responsibility for the database system as well as the data management is crucial.
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Introduction And Background
The management of medical patient information in an electronic database system should offer an efficient data storage and retrieval. Pre-designed electronic health record solutions do not meet the needs of specialized institutions, cannot be customized and may induce high costs.

These systems set priorities to practice organization and reimbursement, but cannot handle clinical information sufficiently.

Therefore, we created computerized information system based on a commercially available DBMS. The implementation of this medical database system contained three steps: the planning and development of the database, the integration into existing network structures, and the continuous adaptation of the data management to daily workflows.

Our database had to fulfill several conditions: it was planned to store medical patient data prospectively and integrate all information of the radiosurgical process, from basic patient data to treatment parameters and follow-up information.

The system had to be user-friendly, scalable and compatible with the heterogeneous practice network infrastructure. Additionally, it should provide standardized reports and export datasets for statistical analyses.

We here describe the customized database system and its integration into the network infrastructure. We analyze the data management and workflows emphasizing their importance for the validity and quality of the database. Problems that occurred during the process of implementation and possible solutions are discussed.

Abbreviations
XML eXtensible Markup Language
Review

Methods

The database system FileMaker Pro 8.5® (FileMaker, Inc., Santa Clara, CA) serves as a basic platform. The commercial software package combines a flexible and scalable database with a convenient user interface. A simple script language enables the creation scripts for queries, work routines or data export. The system is compatible with the Mac and Windows operating systems.

The DBMS allows a server/client architecture, which had to be integrated into the network environment. This network includes the patient management system, containing basic patient information, a CT scanner connected to a PACS, and the radiosurgery system itself. The radiosurgical hardware comprises the treatment planning workstations (Multiplan®) as well as the treatment system itself. For security reasons, all components connected with the treatment process are established in an independent parallel local area network.

Interfaces had to be adjusted to support data import from the preexisting networks and export for statistical analyses.

Multi-dimensional database system

As a relational database, FileMaker Pro® interconnects two-dimensional tables to a multidimensional system (Figure 1). Corresponding tables are interconnected using primary key fields. The database establishes five major tables with a varying number of attributes:

Basic patient information

The basic patient data is imported from the practice management system and updated on a daily basis. The patient table contains data that occurs only once per patient (e.g. insurance, date of birth, date of death). This table is linked by a 'one-to-many' connection with the medical information table. Each patient can have none, one or multiple datasets representing a treatment session.
Medical patient information

The medical and clinical information of a patient corresponds to his current treatment. One patient may have multiple treatments. Each treatment has its own series of follow-up, which is stored in the follow-up table.

Follow-up information

Each treatment can be connected to multiple follow-up datasets in a timely sequence. The medical status at follow-up visit, evaluation of radiological imaging, RTOG, and quality of life scoring are stored in the follow-up table.

Treatment parameters

The technical parameters of the treatment are linked to the medical information table. Each treatment can contain multiple datasets, for example if multiple targets are treated in one session. One patient can have multiple treatment parameter sets. The data is extracted via XSLT transformation from the treatment plan XML file.

Image documentation

The image table is also linked to the medical information table. Representative plan screenshots are imported from the planning workstations and conjoined with the treatment. The image table can also store media data like pictures, scans, audio files, or movie clips.

Minor relations

Besides the five major relations, there are additional tables: insurance information, attending physician, audiogram, AVM score, patient satisfaction questionnaire, and explaining help texts.

User-defined layouts

The layouts (views) serve as the user interface to the database. A view defines the display of information to the user. With views, the data can be filtered and values from different tables are summarized. The main layouts are arranged as clickable tabs to facilitate access to different layouts.
TABLE 1: Layouts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Layouts</th>
<th>Additional Layouts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient information overview</td>
<td>Target information overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical information</td>
<td>Audiograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment information</td>
<td>Vestibular schwannoma classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow up information</td>
<td>AVM classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan screenshots</td>
<td>Image overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anatomical regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient satisfaction questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Help window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reports</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scripting**

The DBMS offers a user-friendly scripting tool. Basic functions can be put together with a point-and-click approach. Complex scripts make use of variables, loops, or mathematical functions. Scripts functions are connected to buttons in the layouts to open, close, or change between layouts or tabs. The script jobs are triggered by these buttons or run automatically in the background. The data import and export is accomplished with scripts as well. Automated scripts create data overviews and summaries. For key indications, scripts are predefined to conduct complex queries and to transfer the data directly to the statistical analysis software.

**Results**

**Database implementation**

A software company developed the initial database system. Because of the lack of experience in the medical field, the provided draft of a database did not meet the expectations and needs of the users. Subsequently, a physician with knowledge in medical informatics was consigned to reconstruct the database and to optimize it according to values, parameters, granularity, and usability.

A detailed documentation of the database structure, implementation, data workflow, and functions was compiled. All programmed scripts are listed and commented. Constant advancements took place under close consultation with the users.

**Data management**

Since implementation in April 2006, the database integrates more than 25,000 datasets to date, containing all clinical and treatment information of all treated patients as well as their current follow-up information.

The starting point of data entry is the import of basic patient information from the patient management system. This import via one-click is conducted by a script that updates the patient information and enters new patients to the patient data table. The basic patient data is registered initially at the counter and entered into the practice information system. This is done by reading-out the patient’s health insurance card or manually by the employee.

The medical data concerning the current treatment and medical history encompass the important clinical information. The values are extracted from the patient health record and entered manually into the database system. Medically trained personnel are in charge of the data entry, which is carried out during the patient treatment. Free text entry is limited. Repeated values are stored in value lists and are accessible by drop down menus.

The technical treatment parameters are drawn from the operation system after the treatment and imported into the database as XML file using a XSLT transformation script.
The follow-up assessment is registered in the patient chart by the consulting doctor and transferred to an employee who is in charge of collecting and entering all follow-up information (Figure 2).

**FIGURE 2: Data Workflow Scheme**

*Data workflow*

An assistant medical technician enters the patient’s medical information during the treatment, so the database contains all baseline information at the end of the treatment without delay. The accumulation of patient charts that have to be processed is avoided.

The prompt entry of the follow-up information is integrated into the reporting workflow: after the follow-up examination a report is created for the patient as well as the attending family doctor. A trained medical transcriptionist coordinates the report writing and enters all relevant follow-up information into the database system. A flag is set in the database system to schedule the next follow-up visit. If the patient should exceed the next follow-up date by two months, the weekly reminder list brings up all overdue follow-up visits.

Finally, the treatment parameters, physical and technical values are extracted from the treatment plan files and added to the patient dataset.

*Performance of the database system*

1. The installation with multiple clients and one server offers a high availability of the database system at different workstations and workplaces. The efficiency of the data management is enhanced because the data input can be conducted independently from every workplace in the center.

To ensure data safety, a sequence of back-ups is generated hourly, daily and monthly and stored on independent hard drives.

2. The data management workflow provides a high grade of completeness and information integrity. Restrictions during the data entry minimize the input of false values.

The prompt data entry ensures the actuality of the stored information.

3. The quality and reliability of captured information is enhanced, because the information is handled with knowledge of anatomical and medical contexts by assistant medical technicians with a clinical background.

4. The DBMS allows the adaptation to changing structures and tasks. Newly requested storage and analysis options can be established on the go. The continuous optimization adjusts the system closely to the users’ needs.
Discussion
Science papers concerning medical database systems mainly analyze health information technology in general or describe specific, individually developed database systems [1-10].

The impact of health IT in general on quality, efficiency, and costs was analyzed by Chaudhry, et al. Their systematic review revealed the efficacy of health IT in improving quality and efficiency. However, this was found to be true only for a few institutions, because the analyzed systems were heterogeneous and hardly comparable [11].

Johnson and Ventura confirmed the general benefits of health IT solutions, improving patient safety and quality care for their large institution [12].

A description of a specific database system for surgical outcomes was published by Newcomb, et al. They demand a combination of clinical informatics and research expertise to develop a robust surgical outcomes database [13].

A similar database to our system is called AdOnco, which is presented by Hambek, et al. The authors developed a head and neck oncology database for clinical and scientific purposes, which was integrated into a patient documentation system. The combination of clinical and scientific features proved to be very effective in daily routine and research [14].

In comparison to the described database systems, we analyzed the specific benefits and bottlenecks of our system.

Benefits
The database system provides benefits for the data workflows, for the quality of patient care and for scientific research:

Benefits for data workflows and documentation
The network structure allows access to the database system from every workplace in the treatment center. The database system itself offers quick access to all patient and treatment information, plan screenshots, and medical documentation. The clearly defined data workflows keep the information up to date. Queries and data retrieval for quality assurance, reimbursement issues or health insurances are facilitated.

Benefits for the quality of patient care
The clearly structured data collection allows a quick survey over all medical information of the patient. All data is right at hand during the follow-up examination and is accessible at any time from every workplace. The attending physician has more information right at hand and can concentrate on the patient to deliver a service with higher quality.

Benefits for scientific research
The prospective data collection delivers complete, accurate and valid data. The clearly organized and structured data input, the follow-up reminders, and the continuous data control warrants the quality of the data collection.

The compilation of script routines for an automated export of complex queries facilitates the extraction of large datasets. These datasets are processed for predefined statistical analyses. All statistical analyses are standardized.

The database serves as a broad informational basis for scientific questions, integrating all relevant medical and technical information in one system.

Data management
Besides the development and implementation of the software, the adoption of the data management (data entry) into the daily workflows was crucial.

Depending on the amount of data as well as the complexity of the database system, a dedicated data manager or administrator is mandatory. If no extra personnel can be allocated for this, at least a coordinator is needed to organize the data input and fit the workflow to the existing workforce. A delay in data input results in a demanding accumulation of data that has to be processed.
In 1988, Dambro, et al. published their unsuccessful trial to implement a computerized medical record system. The personnel expenses to assure the data entry overdrew the budget only four months after implementation [15].

In our center, a high value was set on the database project and sufficient personnel was allocated for the data management.

However, three main problem areas remained to be solved:

1. Assurance of complete and correct data entry.
2. Complex data export from multi-dimensional database.
3. Limited in-built statistical capacities of the DBMS.

Automated data import
The information retrieval takes place at several workplaces and procedures of the treatment center. Initially, the basic patient data is registered at the front desk and entered into the practice information system. The patient’s health insurance card is read out or data has to be entered manually by the front desk manager. To avoid a redundant data entry, the patient’s basic data is imported automatically off from the practice information system. An interface accesses the database of the practice management system (dBase format) and imports the matching field values into the FileMaker patient information table. New patients are added as new datasets, existing dataset are updated.

The treatment information is as well automatically imported from the CyberKnife operation system. The treatment system generates an XML plan file containing all treatment parameters. The size of this file can extend to 20,000 pages. To import the XML file into the FileMaker system, the plan XML file is transformed into a FileMaker-readable XML file by an XSLT script. The relevant treatment parameters can be extracted from the XML file and are assigned to the values of the database treatment parameters table. The XSLT script is easily adjustable to any changes in the treatment XML file.

Data accuracy
The correct data entry depends on the proper extraction of information from the patient charts, as already stated by Hogan, et al. in 1997 [16]. To facilitate the collection of information, our attending physicians use a standardized protocol sheet on which the examination and follow-up results are compiled.

A continuous training of the employees who are in charge of the data input warrants the data integrity. To assure correct data, entry field type definitions restrict the data type to numbers, text, dates, or media. The entered values are checked automatically for their data type, and the input is blocked if not matching the field definition. Additionally, the administrator checks the tables for missing or outstanding values on a weekly basis.

A prompt data input enhances the quality of information and the validity of queries that are conducted. Kush, et al. confirmed the impact of direct point-of-care data capture on the quality of data [17].

A delay in the data workflow leads to an accumulation of charts to be processed and can cause errors during the tedious data input.

Complex data queries
The usability of the database is facilitated by the multi-dimensional design with linked tables. A connection of one dataset in a table to many datasets of another table, e.g. one patient with multiple treatments and each treatment with multiple follow-up datasets, is called a ‘one to many’ (1:n) connection. This multi-dimensional structure of the database eases the survey and understanding of the database. On the other hand, statistical software for complex statistical analysis usually works with two-dimensional tables.

When conducting a database query, the multidimensional structure has to be transformed into a two-dimensional table. The transformation requires some understanding of the principal database structure. The common user will not be able to generate a complex query from a relational database structure. At this point, the administrator has to create the accurate query construction.

The multi-dimensional structure guarantees the comfortable data input and convenient daily use of the database, but causes difficulties in complex or customized queries that can only be handled by users who are familiar with the underlying database structure.

Limited statistical capabilities
The reason for creating customized queries is the limited capability of the DBMS to solve elaborated statistical tasks. The scientific use of the medical database requires reiterated extractions of complex datasets. The datasets have to be prepared for statistical analyses. This can be awkward, especially with large datasets containing many variables.

We established an automated transcription algorithm: with the scripting language of the statistics software (STATA Inc., Texas) specific scripts (do-files) were created to accomplish the transformation of the exported FileMaker data to a STATA compatible dataset. The STATA scripts are allocated for different queries. They do not only prepare the data for import but also provoke pre-defined statistical operations to generate a standardized set of statistical results for similar or repeated queries.

Although the basic statistical analysis is automated by scripting, any changes or special requests will call for the database administrator or programmer to customize the query structure, script structure or statistical evaluation according to the user’s requests.

Conclusions
The predefined aims of the database could be achieved after a period of continuous optimization of the system.

The database system supports the prospective storage of medical patient information and integrates all relevant information of the radiosurgical process.

The heterogeneous network infrastructure could be integrated. The medical practice management system as well as the radiosurgery system is connected to the database system. This is achieved by customized interfaces for data import and export.

Standardized surveys and statistical reports are generated using FileMaker scripts as well as customized scripts for statistical analyses.

The database emerged as a valuable tool to integrate the information management into the daily workflows. The DBMS enhances the quality of documentation, treatment, and patient care as well as comfort and efficiency in daily information workflows. To achieve this, dedicated personnel have to be responsible for the database system as well as the data management.
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